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Summer arriveS to the Northern Rockies with its own 
kind of relief. There should be a word for it. That long, 
long exhalation. February, March, April. Then … whew. 
You’ve had your skiing at Big Sky or Jackson Hole, sure, 
ice-fishing, maybe a few days spent slinging brassies on 
the Madison, but even the most ardent fan of winter starts 
getting twitchy after being sideswiped by yet another 
spring snowstorm. Around about May, the longer days 
feel a little bit like accelerating out of the canyon after be-
ing caught behind a semi. Or maybe pulling on the sweat-
pants after 10 hours of business meetings. It’s like diving 
into the Yellowstone River after a hot day spent stringing 
wire. It’s like…
 Well, enough of that. It’s also just itself. Summer. 
More than anything else, it feels like a gift. Regardless 
of religion, creed, or knee-jerk cynicism, you come out of 
winter with an urge to say thank you. To somebody. The 
mixed blessing of social media, the poisonous tenor of 
American politics, we live in a complicated, jaded time. 
Increasingly, Montana feels like some kind of refuge. The 
season’s first campfire at tree line. Fishing hoppers on the 
Yellowstone. Thank you, somebody. 
 For my part, the same sort of gratitude knuckles up 
when I find myself spending time with an exceptional 
work of art. Writing or photography, painting or poetry, 
there are as many reasons to create as there are creators, 
but at heart they all share the same impulse toward gen-
erosity: Here is a piece of myself I’d like to share with you. 
If this issue of Big Sky Journal has a theme, perhaps it lies 
here. Generosity. William Kittredge has made it an ongoing 

concern in his work, and you can see aspects of it in our 
excerpt from his memoir in progress. Will Brewster’s pho-
tographs of the annual Crow Fair Powwow demonstrate 
the willingness of the Apsalooka tribe to share in one of 
the touchstone events of their traditions. And poet Chris 
Dombrowski spends time fishing with his kids, a recipro-
cal gift exchange if there ever was one. 
 The flip side of giving, of course, is taking, grabbing 
what you can at someone else’s expense. Rick Bass’ piece 
on a possible mine in Montana’s Paradise Valley, just 
north of Yellowstone National Park, highlights a poten-
tial calamity. There are those who would literally tear 
apart a mountain for the sake of the gold inside, perma-
nently destroying a common resource in the interests of 
their own short-term profit. The mining law of 1872 and its 
amendments still allow for this kind of taking. It’s worth 
paying attention to. Indeed, it’s a necessity. 
 For my part, I’m grateful to be back at this desk. It’s 
been 16 years since I last edited an issue of Big Sky Journal, 
and in the meantime so much has changed: about pub-
lishing (35 mm slides are a thing of the past), about Mon-
tana (we’ve been discovered), about myself (marriage, a 
five-year-old little boy), and yet a great deal is the same. 
This magazine was founded on the idea that we might 
provide an outlet for the extraordinary writers, photog-
raphers, and artists who call this region home. And that 
hasn’t changed a bit. 
 To all those who have contributed to this issue, and 
most of all to you, our steady readers … thank you. 
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GrowinG up, I watched my father, the sculptor Burl Jones, 
make wildlife. He’d start with an armature. Coarse blocks 
of foam that he shaped and pared down with a kitchen 
knife. Heavy-gauge wire for arms or legs. Using green clay 
warmed in a kitchen Crock-Pot, he would tilt his head back 
to accommodate his bifocals, then pinch up a chunk of clay, 
smear it across the foam. Step back, reconsider, scrape some 
off again. Trained as a dentist, he still tends to use the den-
tal picks that are most familiar to his hands. Rodin said 
that sculpture is the art of the hole and the lump, but from 
watching my father, I’d say it’s also the art of addition and 
subtraction. You build up, you take away. At some point, 
there’s a moment of transition, a kind of reverse decoupling 
where the gobs of clay and foam and wire shift into eagles or 
antelope or grizzly bears. In retrospect, it was the best pos-
sible example for a kid who aspired to become a writer. Pay 
good attention, then look away. Put words on the page, cross 
them out again. Keep fiddling. Try something new. Work at 
it until your ideas start trying to blink. 
 In the years since, Dad has created monuments for uni-
versities and municipalities. He has built heroic-sized coal 
miners and mountain men, a life-sized Christ the teacher, and 
a fly fisherman caught midcast. But in between these once-a-
year commissions, he always seems to return to wildlife. As a 
hunter and conservationist, it’s where his passion lies. 
 He’s not alone in this, of course — how he’s wandered 
away from another job, taken his interest in wildlife and 
iconic Western history and turned it into a living. West-
ern art is unique in this way, I believe; it’s receptive to art-
ists who train themselves. And maybe because most artists 

are drawn to it for reasons other than self-indulgence, it’s 
a genre that still finds virtue in accessibility, in coherency. 
Beauty is never a risk, and irony and sarcasm rarely make 
an appearance. Here in the West, we still recognize that art 
should be hard but made to look easy. With rare exceptions, 
it should only come after a lifetime of study and dedication. 
You should stand before the best works dumbfounded and 
elevated: to think that another human being could have cre-
ated this. I learned that from my father. 
 It’s a larger lesson. Follow your passion but don’t lose 
sight of who the art is meant for. Indeed, it’s what we’re try-
ing to do with this issue of Big Sky Journal; what we try to do 
with all of them. In these pages, esteemed Western historian 
Dan Flores discusses how our vision of the parks was shaped 
by a handful of iconic painters, some of whom were brought 
West by the Great Northern Railroad to create art as adver-
tisement. We profile both Tippet Rise, a lavish sculpture and 
concert installation near Fishtail, Montana, and Blackfoot 
Pathways, a world-class sculpture garden improbably sited 
in Lincoln, Montana. They need visitors to make them com-
plete. There are painters and woodworkers and architects, 
photographers and chefs and advocates for the humanities, 
all of them passionate about their work, and all of them con-
cerned, at least on some level, with finding their audience. 
 Clay on foam and words on the page. Paint on canvas, 
images on paper, an artful meal, a thoughtful design, and 
a considered headline. We built this one with you in mind. 
Thank you for reading.
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fall in montana. It’s possible, at other times of the year, to 
imagine that better lives are being lived elsewhere. In May, 
when snowdrifts still clog the high trails and runoff has turned 
the rivers to coffee … somebody, somewhere is having fun. 
They’re surfing in Laguna, for instance. In August, forest-fire 
smoke clogs the valleys, but they’re playing jazz on Bourbon 
Street. February, when a cold morning turns your car battery 
to stone, there are still those golf courses in Hawaii. 
 In fall, however, with the season’s first snows inching 
down the Absarokas, and Yellowstone cottonwoods at peak 
yellow, a lace of ice in the shallows of the Gallatin, geese 
arguing above the clouds and brown trout finning through 
the shallows … this is it. Here, now. Overnight, the rivers all 
rise 6 inches as farmers turn off their pivots. And just like 
that, we’re sitting on the hinge of the world. 
 It has something to do, I think, with transitions. With 
change. Leaves, frost, snow. It won’t last, none of it. It’s fleet-
ing, which of course adds to the beauty. But it has more to 
do — at least for me and at least recently — with nostalgia. 
Thirty-some years in Montana, and autumn has always been 
the best part of each year. Deer hunting on Mission Creek as 
a 12-year-old; throwing out decoys in a grain field in college 
(about where the Bozeman Costco stands now), the smell of 
fallen leaves kicked up by wading boots and a late season 
cast-and-blast on the Bighorn. One of the virtues of sending 
out roots rather than rolling along is you find that narratives 

gradually attach themselves to the landscape. My wife, who 
is newer to Montana, is the polite recipient of my nostalgia. 
“We used to jump shoot ducks out of that pond over there. 
Owners didn’t mind. We’d drive up right after high school 
and be back home in time for dinner.” 
 “Uh huh. You did?”
 “I got a double on geese one time.”
 I find a sense of security in the nostalgia. The security of 
context, the privilege of familiarity. But there’s also an unfor-
tunate and somehow parallel diminishment of excitement, 
of an essential sense of adventure. You wear grooves into a 
place, or the place wears them into you. Nothing much takes 
you by surprise. The trick, then, is to push yourself a bit, 
edge over into the uncomfortable, try something new, even if 
it’s only out your own backyard. From a firmament of experi-
ence and nostalgia, you need to keep reaching out, find some 
fresh stories. It feels more important the older you get. 
 With this issue of Big Sky Journal, we’re going for a bit of 
both: the sporting art of Shirley Cleary and the whitetail hunts 
of Greg Thomas; the photography of Brian Grossenbacher 
and the conservation work of Theodore Roosevelt. Nostalgia 
plays a role in some aspect of each. Then there’s the activism 
of acclaimed author Rick Bass and the good work of the Owl 
Research Institute out of Charlo, Montana. Not to mention the 
ongoing success of Montana’s bighorn sheep reintroductions, 
a model for what can be accomplished at the intersection of 
sport and conservation. Looking back, looking ahead. Admi-
rable folks, admirable projects, larger goals. Feels like there 
are life lessons in there somewhere. Or at least a good read. 
 We hope you enjoy spending time with this one as much 
as we enjoyed putting it together. 
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Back in college in missoula, a girlfriend paused as she 
was about to put a tape into the VCR. We were still in the get-
ting-to-know-you stage. She glanced back. “Seems like there 
are only two kinds of people in this world,” she said. “Those 
who like ‘Harold and Maude,’ and those who don’t.” 
 Maybe it’s the tenor of the day, the absurdist cage match 
that we call American politics, but I’ve lately been thinking 
about the appeal of reductive polarities. Liberal versus con-
servative, Democrat versus Republican. The world can always 
be reduced and divided, if to no good end save our own reas-
surance. It helps us feel like we have a handle on things. 
 Here in Montana, there are those who embrace winter 
and those who don’t. The jubilant downhill skiers, the Zen 
cross-country skiers and snowshoers, the uber-fit ice climb-
ers, the trappers and houndsmen. Versus the discomfited 
sidewalk shovelers, the fireplace overloaders, the thermo-
stat tweakers. Like cat people and dog people, maybe there’s 
some utility to the division. Maybe it’s predictive of mari-
tal success, or upward mobility, or stick-to-it-iveness. Take a 
look at your neighbors. Is Arizona in their future? 
 Or maybe it’s just dangerously misleading. Very few of 
us enjoy everything about a given place, a given season, just 
as very few of us completely reject it. There are gradations 
at play, subtleties. The avid skier grows older, looks around, 
sees that indeed there might be more to life than skinning 
up a backcountry ridge. The skeptic, scraping off his wind-
shield for the third damn time today, pauses at the shrieks 
and giggles of children sledding down Peets Hill here in 
Bozeman. The trick, I believe, is to move past the polarities 
toward common ground, toward a sense of community. It 
feels like a moral obligation at this point — and even more 
important in the West, given our shared history of pitching 
in and making do. Embrace rather than deride, accept rather 
than push away. Lord, do we have some work to do. Winter, 

in this regard, is an opportunity. It’s a chance to pull some-
body out of the ditch. To shovel an extra 50 yards of side-
walk. Put on a cheerful face if only for the benefit of cowork-
ers and colleagues. Warm our hands with a common breath.
 With this, Big Sky Journal’s 2016 winter issue, we’re 
doing our best to do our part. Witness the Wyoming cow-
boy photography of Adam Jahiel, each image an artful slice 
of a retreating life. Consider the fresh fiction from novelist 
Mark Spragg, a privileged glimpse into his five-year work 
in progress. Toby Thompson reflects on the tragicomic life 
of film director and part-time Livingston, Montana resident 
Sam Peckinpah. Alexis Adams commemorates the 10th 
anniversary of the Red Lodge Clay Center. Neighbors and 
artists, writers and friends, pitching in and doing their part, 
helping us build something beautiful. 
 Thank you for coming along. 
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The Art of Fly Fishing
fly fishing, among its many other virtues, tends to take 
place in scenery. Maybe that’s part of why we started fishing 
in the first place. Good set design and a decent soundtrack 
(water over stones). Trout need clean water of a certain tem-
perature. That means altitude, and altitude comes with a 
view. Dwindling snow fields in the distance and the kind 
of light that you find only above 5,000 feet. There’s also a 
certain kind of solitude, a retreat from the digital clamor of 
the world. An opportunity to offload the cheap, overfilled 
luggage of our own petty grievances and slights, anxieties 
and frets. Stumbling upstream, hip deep in the Beaverhead, 
means to care much, much less about your recent number 
of Facebook likes. To fish well means to focus, man. Let that 
crap go. Let the world telescope down into a meager speck of 
fur and feathers, floating high through sun-spackled riffles. 
 The conditions that lend themselves to fly fishing also tend 
to complement the creation of art. I find an affinity between 
them. Something about the cultivation of a near-meditative 
quietude, an appreciation for long silences, or perhaps a sim-
ple childlike delight in discovering something new. The story 
hidden within a blank page, the brown trout sulking under a 
deep cutbank. Both need a productive solitude. 
 Whatever it is, I’m on board. Art and fly fishing. 
 Jack Unruh was one of the foremost magazine illustra-
tors of his time. It is to my regret that I never met the man, 
nor had a chance to publish his work until now. In a career 
that spanned decades, his distinctive view of the world — 
sophisticated, whimsical, informed by a very particular set 

of passions — passed before the eyes of millions of readers. 
In the course of arranging to publish excerpts from Unruh’s 
recent book, I learned from his widow, Judy Whalen, that 
Unruh had been an avid reader of this magazine. He was 
in the habit of buying gift subscriptions for friends, and 
announcing them with hand-painted postcards. Opening 
an email from Judy that included some of these sketches, 
I found myself unexpectedly moved. It was a reminder, if 
reminder was needed, that the world of working artists 
and writers (not unlike that of fly fishermen and women), 
is small indeed. Working often alone, it can be quite easy to 
forget that what we’re doing occurs in a larger context; that 
it has the potential to make some waves. 
 For this, the 2017 edition of our fly fishing issue, we do 
our best to explore that intersection, the Venn overlap of fly 
fishing and art. E. Donnall Thomas, Jr. and Thomas McIntyre, 
two of the foremost sporting writers of our day, pen tributes, 
respectively, to cutthroat trout and a treasured friendship 
built on sport. Tom Reed profiles Rock Ringling, a hero of 
regional conservation. Three esteemed writers and fly fishers 
— Chris Dombrowski, Jennifer Olsson, and Brant Oswald — 
profile three influential fly tyers who have brought a mea-
sure of art to their craft. And John N. Maclean, whose father, 
Norman Maclean, wrote the most important fly-fishing book 
of our time, brings us along for the story of a milestone rain-
bow caught on his family’s water, the Big Blackfoot. A semi-
nal moment for him, and a privileged look at the continuing 
legacy of his family. 
 Art and fly fishing, fly fishing and art. Whatever it is, 
we’ll take it. With gratitude. And with thanks to you, our 
readers, for coming along for the ride.

Original 
watercolor 

postcards by 
Jack Unruh.
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Summer, with an Asterisk
i got this bad habit, and I can’t shake it. Slow moments, 
I’ve taken to browsing old copies of this magazine. It’s nos-
talgia meets self-congratulation, salted through with pro-
crastination, simmered over a low flame of melancholy. I 
keep going back to certain favorite issues. 
 Twenty years ago, for instance: Summer of 1997. (Good 
lord, it hurts to say it all at once like that. Twenty years.) The 
issue included a profile of a saloon in Troy by Denis Johnson 
and a road trip memoir about Ray Carver by Jon Jackson. I 
wrote an editorial about finding a sense of community. Back 
in the late ‘90s, for me that meant Livingston, Montana.
 I moved to Livingston with my family when I was 12. If 
I have a hometown, Livingston’s it. But with an asterisk. The 
town that I knew as a child has long since left the station. 
In 1982, Livingston was decidedly blue collar, albeit with a 
lace fringe. The railroad was the principal employer. There 
was an arts community but it felt small, self-contained. Cha-
tham and McGuane and Hjortsberg, Fonda and Bridges and 
Kidder. Somebody said something about somebody maybe 
smoking some reefer. Then the railroad moved out and the 
Church Universal and Triumphant moved in, and the char-
acter of the town changed overnight, quick like twisting 
Venetian blinds. In retrospect, what an extraordinary thing 
to happen to a small town. Friends moved away, their parents 
following jobs. Another set of friends moved in, their parents 
chasing fulfillment. And then in the ‘90s, after the church 
lost its center, the town changed again, becoming more what 
it is now: A bighearted, down-on-its-heels arts community. 
Elk River Books eventually provided a seed around which 

the solution could precipitate. 
 This has been part of my shtick, talking about Living-
ston. The three towns I’ve known. But it seems to me now 
that we’re in another moment of transition. As I write this, in 
late April, William “Gatz” Hjortsberg only recently passed 
away. A prolific screenwriter (“Legend”), novelist (Falling 
Angel, Nevermore), and biographer (Jubilee Hitchhiker), he was a 
stalwart supporter of Livingston and its artists, a wry, cheer-
ing, and fiercely intelligent presence. Last year, Jim Harri-
son, a part-time resident of Livingston, also died. I want to 
think that he left us in the manner of one of his characters, to 
the sound of a billion songbirds. Building this issue, I found 
myself thinking about the fragility of it all, the ephemeral-
ity. We’re all of us bouncing on trampolines made of tissue 
paper. At least we have each other. 
 Which is also a roundabout way of talking about sum-
mer. What we’re going for with this issue, and maybe what 
we’ve been going for with all of them: a sense of commu-
nity, albeit one in transition. A celebration, but with an 
asterisk. The essayist Charles Finn explores Montana’s 
Hi-Line, while Tom Groneberg talks about conservation on 
the Sandy Arrow Ranch, just south of where Charles took 
his road trip. Myers Reece takes a look at the rehabilitation 
of a ghost town (an act of profound optimism), while Miles 
Nolte considers Western fly fishing from his new home in 
New York. Rose DeMaris profiles the Montana Picker, and 
Dave Shumway bags some peaks. It’s history meets chang-
ing times, with a road trip through the middle. It’s summer 
in Montana. We’re in it together. 
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A Conversation 
About Art 

If you’re a painter in the Northern Rockies, a landscape 
artist, how do you go about finding your subject? 
 It’s not a question of opportunity. There are any num-
ber of familiar vistas to choose from. Places where geology, 
sunset, and clouds all conspire to punch you in the nose. 
Think about the bend above Mallard’s Rest in Paradise Val-
ley. The lower falls of the Yellowstone River. The Tetons and 
Many Glacier and that old barn on Nine Pipes. The problem 
instead is one of abundance. Like the child walking through 
the front door of a candy store, devoted to the idea of gum-
balls, there’s suddenly just … wow.
 For my part, I find myself resisting work that ham-
mers the same old views. I resist them for the same reason I 
don’t care to read Nicholas Sparks novels. Beyond the cliché, 
there’s the obvious plucking of heartstrings. Our biology is 
going to respond to certain notes. The biggest views make it 
almost too easy. 
 Or maybe I’m just getting old. Instead, what I find myself 
gravitating toward are the corners, the alleys, the underbel-
lies. The sidelong glances at a small sample that, ironically, can 
often give you a more accurate impression of the whole. What 
I like are the works that manage to communicate a particular 
point of view, something that I wouldn’t otherwise have been 
asked to consider. In that context, one of my favorite paintings 
in this issue is the study of blooming sage by Clyde Aspevig; a 
subtle, well-considered explosion, accented with ten thousand 
shades of turquoise. I’ve been looking at sagebrush my entire 
life. Who knew it could be so complicated? 
 Granted, I also saw it first in the context of Aspevig’s 
new studio. A space wherein each piece informs the next. 
Browsing past his landscapes, one after the other, themes 
emerge, pieces talk to each another. The sage is made even 
more compelling by having a cliff to one side, rust-red wil-
lows on the other. It’s a distinct aesthetic experience, a little 

bit like when your iPod shuffles between ZZ Top and Arvo 
Pärt, NWA and John Denver. Pärt sounds kind of badass all 
of a sudden. John Denver gets an edge. 
 Readying the final pages for this, our annual arts issue, 
I’ve been struck by how each artist’s work plays off the next. 
It’s a conversation, of sorts. This day and age, there aren’t 
many reasons to pull a magazine off the newsstand, take the 
trouble to subscribe. Why not read on your phone? No rea-
son, save the tactile transition from page to page, one artist 
to another. The whole is considerably larger than the sum of 
its parts. Bouncing from the landscapes of Richard Pence to 
the wildlife of Mark McKenna, you are asked to reconsider 
both. Lingering on the stained glass masterpieces of Dana 
Boussard after the letters of Charlie Russell places each art-
ist in a larger context. Corinne Garcia’s sharp-eyed consid-
eration of color plays off Myers Reece’s look at a dinosaur 
sculptor, which in turn plays off the artists of the Montana 
Painters Alliance. It’s a community, of sorts. A conversation, 
bounded between covers. 
 A complicated business. And it’s nothing at all with-
out readers, without an audience. As always, thank you for 
coming along.
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Resiliency
montana is the kind of place that can take a toll. And 
not a metaphoric “gee it hurts to get out of bed” kind of 
toll. A literal toll. As of two years ago (according to a quick 
Google), the median household income in our state was 
$49,509, roughly $6,200 lower than the national average. It 
feels like higher-paying jobs may be on the way, but for now, 
no matter your profession, it’s tough to escape the notion 
that maybe, just maybe, you could be making a better living 
elsewhere. What would your nine hours a day be worth in 
Brooklyn? In Palo Alto? Seattle?
 But then, no, no, no. We only have one shot at this. And 
by this, I mean everything. How many of your biblical allot-
ment of days do you want to spend stuck in traffic on the 
BQE or the I-5 corridor? Almost everyone who lives here has 
made a conscious value judgment, a decision to give greater 
weight to the ephemerals over the financials, the quality 
of the life over the quality of the checkbook. It’s one of the 
things that we have in common. We want to seize the day, 
by god. Hunting, fishing, floating, climbing, camping, we’re 
compelled to carpe every damn diem, even if we’re driving a 
20-year-old pickup to get there.
 In Montana, no matter your passion, autumn is an oppor-
tunity to seize that day. When the first heavy frost kicks your 
tomato plants to the curb, when the first decent rainstorm 
in weeks leaves a dusting of snow on the Absarokas, when 

the flights of northerns start coming down from Alberta and 
brown trout redds start showing up in the Shields, when the 
first elk bugles and the camo starts being utilitarian rather 
than an affectation … This. This is why we live here. This is 
what makes everything else worthwhile. September, Octo-
ber, November. This is our reward for sticking it out.
 Putting together a given issue of Big Sky Journal, I’m often 
surprised by how themes emerge of their own accord, how 
certain threads will tie the whole package together. Building 
this one, for instance, I was struck (relatively late in the pro-
cess) by how it’s shot through with the idea of resiliency, how 
much the theme of stick-to-it-iveness unites what would oth-
erwise be disparate articles. In a very personal essay about 
weathering a crisis and building a life in Montana, Alexis 
Adams finds, in the training of her bird dog, larger life 
truths. Tom Groneberg writes about Jim Posewitz, for gener-
ations one of the lions of regional conservation, while Alan 
Kesselheim profiles Yeti, an elderly hiker determined to cir-
cumnavigate Idaho, heart attacks, heat strokes, and concus-
sions be damned. Greg Thomas pulls back the curtain on elk 
hunting and Greg Lemon shows us the lengths that Mon-
tana’s Fish, Wildlife and Parks will go to in order to investi-
gate wildlife fatalities. 
 This is autumn in Montana. Pull up a chair. We could be 
here a while.
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Old Friends

Winter in the rockies. For those of a certain inclination, 
it’s the long, long breath between elk season and spring 
runoff; for others, it’s the object of the immigration, the rai-
son d’ski. Regardless, call it an opportunity to sit back and 
reassess, take five and grab a second, count a few bless-
ings. Consider the elk burger in the freezer, the size of the 
wood pile, and stack them out against the months ahead. 
Put your shovel back in the bed of the pickup and make 
sure the tow rope hasn’t been chewed through by mice. 
Stand with coffee and watch the wind carve at snow drifts. 
The lawnmower’s tucked away but is the chainsaw sharp? 
It gets dark so early. Driving home after work, if you’re in 
your late 40s, it occurs to you that the days ahead are few-
er than the days behind. No surprise, of course, but still. 
Some of the most painful epiphanies are the most obvious. 
Well, now. So. Here we are. 
 Seems to me that aging into a life well-lived, and doing 
it with some measure of grace and contentment, is partly 
(but only partly) a matter of coming to terms. Paul Klee 
said, “You adjust yourself to the contents of your paint box.” 
But what goes into the paint box? That’s the essential ques-
tion. Break a decent life out into its constituent parts and it 
probably has something to do with kindness and curiosity, 
self-awareness and self-actualization. Something in there 
about ambition and authenticity, about living your own 
life rather than a curated facsimile. (Overheard in a Boze-
man coffee shop: “Are you happy happy? Or just Facebook 

happy?”) Most of all, there’s family and friends. Thoreau 
urged, with all his maddening self-righteousness: Simplify, 
simplify. “I had three chairs in my house,” he wrote. “One 
for solitude, two for friendship, three for society.” You get 
the sense that maybe his third chair didn’t get used all that 
often, but point taken. 
 A couple of years into this, my most recent tenure at 
Big Sky Journal, one of the great pleasures of the job has 
been the opportunity to reconnect with writers and pho-
tographers with whom I worked 20-some years ago. It feels 
increasingly important — the sense of community that 
comes when you collaborate, when you put your shoulder 
to a common wheel. I first met Alan Kesselheim in 1994. 
He used to drop by the offices pushing his youngest child 
in a stroller. Now his kids are off to their lives, and he’s 
given us a pointed reminiscence about backcountry ski-
ing, a lamentation about how things have changed. Gary 
Ferguson started out in 1994 writing a “Seasons” column 
for BSJ, and now he’s given us a beautiful, heartbreaking, 
redemptive look at his totem bird, the dipper. Shann Ray, 
a basketball star from my childhood, offers up an astound-
ing chunk of fiction, and Sarah Grigg shows us the historic 
Mountain Sky Guest Ranch in Paradise Valley, just south 
of my old hometown. 
 Winter in the Rockies. A chance to reconnect and catch 
up, reach out and touch base. And as always, thanks for 
coming along. 
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if you’re an angler, there are few fish so momentous as 
your first real lunker. It’s an initiation of sorts, and it sets the 
tone for much of what follows. In my case, the lunker hap-
pened near Philipsburg, Montana, on a tributary of Rock 
Creek. The summer of 1979, and I was 9 years old.
 It was a narrow stream where we were fishing, and 
choked with willows. Branches draped over the water. I’d 
been fishing with my dad, but he’d left me alone for a few 
minutes to work the next hole downstream. I tossed my 
spinner once, twice … then got it hung up in the willows just 
over my head. I clambered into the brush to untangle my 
lure, then promptly got it hung up again. Sweaty, scratched, 
mosquito-bitten, by the time Dad came back, I was appar-
ently crying, and beating my rod against the ground. The 
story has since become part of our family’s narrative: How 
Allen started his life in fishing.
 Dad helped me untangle the line, spent a few minutes 
talking me down, then tossed the Rapala on my behalf, 
plopping it tight against the opposite bank. He handed me 
the rod. “Okay, now you.” 
 This stream was full of pan-sized brook trout. A success-
ful morning might see a dozen or so little jewels twirling off 
the end of your line. We’d never caught anything bigger than 
12 or 13 inches. But this time, after a crank or two, my spin-
ner got nailed by something enormous. The rod doubled up, 
and the line started zigzagging within the narrow hole. Tre-
ble hooks and 20-pound test, my job was just to hang on. I 
finally backed up, dragging the fish out onto the gravel.
 A bull trout. It lay there, gills working. Hooked jaw to 

battered tail, it must have been 18 inches long at least, maybe 
19 (hell, call it 20). 
 This was a couple of decades before bull trout were listed 
as threatened, and I had no compunction about trapping that 
fish under my 9-year-old knees. I slipped my fingers through 
its gills and marched it up the bank, holding it high for my 
brother and our mother. If memory serves, we had it for din-
ner that evening. 
 In retrospect, however, it wasn’t the fish itself that was so 
important, it was the story it supported. Dad still chuckles, 
and says, “I looked over the willows, there he was, beating 
his rod against the ground.” My frustrations were redeemed 
by a happy ending, and whatever later successes I’ve had are 
nicely qualified by that image: me, rod, ground. (A necessary 
reminder: Don’t take yourself too seriously, Jones.) But the 
larger takeaway? Every experience is improved by a good 
story. The elusive moment, subjective and insubstantial, 
finds meaning according to a larger narrative. Our lives are 
shaped according to the tales we tell. 
 This issue is devoted to fly fishing, but more than that, 
it’s devoted to stories. Corinne Garcia goes looking for what 
it is about the sport that people find so compelling while 
Brian Hurlbut explores a tributary of the Smith River and Pat-
rick Straub pays tribute to a mentor. There’s the Big Hole and 
high-altitude natives and an irrigation ditch rehabilitated into 
a world-class trout stream. It’s the confluence of narrative with 
good intentions, a love of language with a feel for the water. 
 Thank you for listening.

Narrative Hooks
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